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PART - A

fVlaximum marks : 10)

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Create two rhythmic pattems using value or tone.

2. Deline emphasis.

3. Identify the role of tapestry as a mode of decoration in fumiture design.

4. State any tw'o uses of fibre board in interior design'

5. tabel the given diagram with dimensions.

t

PAR| - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

II' Answer any .five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Illusfate the use of line to express movement, direction and growth in design.

2. Compare the psychological effects of red colour and blue colour in bed room.

3. Summarise the broad categories of disabilities considered for setting guide lines

for berrier tiee design.
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4. Design a chair with ancient historic feahres'

5. Explain the properties and use of metals like Aluminium. kad and Copper'

6. A wall of size 3m x 2.7m of a living room has to be given a stone finish'

Suggest any two types of stone suitable for the wall draw the elevation and

jrstiff your suggestion with reason.

7. Dimension the given figure.

(5x6:30)

PART - C

Q4aximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fill question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

m (a) Explain the different types of balance.

(b) Demonstate the ways to achieve balance in a composition by arranging, texture

and colour.

On

(a) Suggest lighting pattem for different types of activities in residential spac€s.

(b) Describe any three types of fixtures that can be used irinterior lighting.

'' [JNrr - II

Describe the motifs and omamental features of American fbderal fumiture style in
eighteenth century. Reproduce any three models of fuminre of this period.

On

Illustrate any three interesting examples of ancient fumiture.

UNrr -_ III

(a) State the fi.nctions of interior landscaping and discuss about the criteria for
plant selection and possible methods of planting.

(b) Describe the method of setting up a landscape in interior with figures showing

planting in container and in large area.

On
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VII Demonsbate any three types of flooring materia].

Marks

15

UNrr - IV

D( Calculate the cost of tiling for a toilet of size 220 x 270cm with a door of size

75 x 20A cm on one wall and a ventilator of size 60 x 60 cm on the opposite wall.

Size of floor tile is 60 x 60cm and cost { 90/tile. The wall is tiled up to i35 cm

with a tile of size 30 x 45 cm and Cost t 84/tile. Above it there is a border with

a tile of size 30 x 15 cm which costs { 60/tile. Above the border there are two

layers of designer tiles of size 30 x 45 cm costing t 120/tile. l,ayLng cost for wall

tile is t 35/tile and floor tile { 40ltile. Assume the cost of fixing medium as

t 120/Sq.m. 15

On

X (a) Specify the guide lines to be followed for designing a work station.

(b) Design a chair for office use with ergonomic standards and label important

dimensions like - seat width, seat depth, back rest height, seat height, and

hand rest height. 9
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